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Abstract: In this paper, an optimal approach to design wideband tapped-delay line (TDL) array antenna is proposed. This approach lets us control the array angular and frequency response over a wide frequency band. To this end, some design restrictions are defined and a multi-objective optimization problem is constructed by putting the individual restrictions together. The optimal weights of the TDL processor are determined through solving this multi-objective problem. A design example is presented to show performance of the proposed method and compare the array response with those previously published in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Array beamforming as a signal processing technique is widely used in wireless communication systems for directional transmission or reception of signals [1-4]. This technique is applied in various areas from medicine to military and communications. In a conventional narrowband beamformer, the array output is formed by multiplying the corresponding signal of each array element by a complex weight [5]. However, the narrowband beamformers with a single constant weight for each array element, are only useful for sinusoidal or narrowband signals and do not work efficiently for wideband signals consist of different frequency components. Thus, a set of frequency dependent weights is necessary to form a wideband beamformer with the same response for different frequencies. A wideband beamforming structure can be achieved by different techniques [6]. An easy way to form such a beamformer is to use a tapped-delay line (TDL) filter on each branch of the array. The TDL arrays are widely used in wideband and ultra wideband communications [7-9]. These structures employ a combination of special and temporal filtering to form a frequency dependent response and allow adjusting the beamformer response as desired over the band of interest.

In TDL arrays, the filter coefficients are determined by solving some constrained beamforming problem [10-12]. In [10], a receiving array which simultaneously minimizes output noise power and satisfies certain robustness and bandwidth criteria is considered. Several broadband beamforming design methods based on the least squares formulation have been proposed in [11]. In [12], authors derive a set of convolution constraints to obtain desired frequency response of the TDL processor. The method of vector space projections is applied in [13] to design a broadband TDL array. This array provides promising angular and
frequency response, however, as authors point out, the optimality of the design is not guaranteed.

The optimal designs with respect to some criterions are intensively considered for array antennas. These kinds of design provide the best fit for the required needs. However, to the author’s best knowledge, it has not been reported any optimal design for TDL array antenna. In this paper, we propose an approach based on the multi-objective optimization to optimize the design of a wideband TDL array antenna. This approach determines the weights of the TDL processor by taking into account all the design constraints and results in an optimal desired angle and frequency response. The performance of the proposed method is investigated by a design example and the numerical results are compared with those reported in [13].

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the structure of the TDL array antenna is reviewed. In Section 3, a multi-objective optimization problem is defined to design the array. Some numerical simulation results including a design example are presented in Section 4 and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Wideband TDL Array Antenna

A wideband TDL array antenna forms a finite impulse response (FIR) filter that can be constrained to provide the desired frequency response for the broadband beamformer. This frequency dependent response provides a temporal filtering to compensate the phase difference for different frequency components [7]. In this structure, the propagating wave is received by \( N \) omni-directional antenna elements. As shown in Fig. 1, each antenna is connected to \( M \) delay lines with the delay of \( T \) between adjacent taps. The output of this beamformer which samples the propagating wave in both space and time, can be written as [14]:
\[ y(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_{n,m} x_n(t-mT), \]  

where \( w_{n,m} \) is a complex beamformer weight at the \( m \)th tap position of the \( n \)th delay line and \( x_n(t) \) is the input signal to the \( n \)th antenna element. According to (1), the received signals on the TDL processor are multiplied by a set of complex weights before summing to produce the array output.

In a uniform one-dimensional linear array with inter-element spacing \( d \), the delay time exists between the signal received at the \( n \)th antenna element and the signal received at the reference element (with \( n = 0 \)), can be expressed as:

\[ \tau_n = n \frac{d}{c} \sin \theta, \]  

where \( c \) is the propagation speed and \( \theta \) is the incoming signal angle. To avoid aliasing, \( d \) must be less than \( \lambda_{\text{min}}/2 \), where \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \) is the wavelength of the highest frequency component of the input signal.

Now, for an impinging signal \( x_0(t) = e^{j\omega t} \), the output signal is [6]

\[ y(t) = e^{j\omega t} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_{n,m} e^{-j\omega (\tau_n + mT)} = e^{j\omega t} \times H(\theta, \omega), \]  

where \( H(\theta, \omega) \) is the angle and frequency dependent response of the beamformer and is expressed by:

\[ H(\theta, \omega) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_{n,m} e^{-j\omega \tau_n} e^{-j\omega \frac{d}{c} \sin \theta}. \]  

Assuming the normalized frequency \( \Omega = \omega T \) and if \( \mu = (d/cT) \), (4) can be re-written as:

\[ H(\theta, \Omega) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_{n,m} e^{-j\Omega \tau_n} e^{-j\mu \Omega \sin \theta}. \]  

For simplicity, we assume that \( \mu = 1 \) or \( d = cT \).
In wideband pattern synthesis, the weights of the TDL processor should be determined so that all design constraints in the angular and frequency domains are met. These constraints are defined to obtain a desired frequency response in a particular direction while simultaneously cancel the unwanted signals impinging on the array from other directions. Different methods can be utilized to compute the weights of the beamformer and meet the design constraints. In the next section, a multi-objective based optimization problem is proposed to optimize the solution of the problem. In this approach, the array weights are obtained such that the best fit to the desired response is provided.
3 Optimal Design of Wideband Beamformer

A multi-objective optimization problem is concerned with the minimization of a vector of objectives that may be the subject of a number of constraints or bounds. The general form of this problem is defined as follows:

$$\min_{X \in \mathbb{R}^n} F(X)$$

subject to:

$$f_p(X) \leq 0, \quad p = 1, \ldots, P,$$

$$h_q(X) = 0, \quad q = 1, \ldots, Q,$$

$$X_l \leq X \leq X_u,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $F(X) = \{F_1(X), F_2(X), \ldots, F_k(X)\}$ is a vector of objectives.

We need to consider all design constraints to formulate the vector of objective functions for our array design problem. First, since a relative flat beamformer response is required in the passband, the passband main-lobe level constraints are defined as follows:

$$C_1 : |H(\theta, \Omega)| \geq H_{MLL}, \quad \forall \theta, \Omega \in \mathcal{R}_{PBML},$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$C_2 : |H(\theta, \Omega)| \leq H_{MLU}, \quad \forall \theta, \Omega \in \mathcal{R}_{PBML},$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $H_{MLL}$ and $H_{MLU}$ are the lower and upper bounds of $H(\theta, \Omega)$ within the main-lobe region, respectively. Also, $\mathcal{R}_{PBML}$ is the set of normalized passband frequencies and main-lobe spatial angles. The lower and upper bounds of the beamformer frequency response should be selected as $H_{MLL} \leq H_{MLU}$.

Next, the stopband sidelobe level constraint is defined as follows:

$$C_3 : |H(\theta, \Omega)| \leq H_{SLU}, \quad \forall \theta, \Omega \in \mathcal{R}_{SBSL},$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $H_{SLU}$ is the upper bound of $H(\theta, \Omega)$ within the sidelobe region and $\mathcal{R}_{SBSL}$ is the set...
of normalized stopband frequencies and sidelobe spatial angles.

The total power constraint, implies the minimum required power level for the beamformer operation, can be expressed as:

$$C_4 : \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |w_{n,m}|^2 \geq N \times M.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Since $C_3$ and $C_4$ are the upper and lower bounds of the radiated power, the beamformer parameters must be selected so that $C_3 \cap C_4$ is not empty.

Finally, the excitation of each antenna element is bounded as follows:

$$C_5 : |w_{n,m}| < w_{\text{max}}, \ m = 0, \ldots, M - 1; \ n = 0, \ldots, N - 1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where, the maximum excitation of each element is specified by $w_{\text{max}}$. The vector of objectives, $F(\theta, \Omega) = \{F_1(\theta, \Omega), F_2(\theta, \Omega), F_3(\theta, \Omega), F_4(\theta, \Omega)\}$ is defined as follows to handle the above constraints:

$$F_1(\theta, \Omega) = \int_{\Omega_{\text{rmt}}} \max \left\{ 0, -\left( \frac{|H(\theta, \Omega)|}{H_{\text{MLL}}} - 1 \right) \right\} d\theta d\Omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$F_2(\theta, \Omega) = \int_{\Omega_{\text{rmt}}} \max \left\{ 0, \left( \frac{|H(\theta, \Omega)|}{H_{\text{MLU}}} - 1 \right) \right\} d\theta d\Omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$F_3(\theta, \Omega) = \int_{\Omega_{\text{smb}}} \max \left\{ 0, \left( \frac{|H(\theta, \Omega)|}{H_{\text{SLU}}} - 1 \right) \right\} d\theta d\Omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$F_4(\theta, \Omega) = \max \left\{ 0, -\left( \frac{1}{N \times M} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |w_{n,m}|^2 - 1 \right) \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Then, the weighted sum strategy is applied to obtain the optimal beamformer weights:

$$\min_{w_{n,m}} F(\theta, \Omega) = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \alpha_i F_i(\theta, \Omega),$$

subject to :

$$|w_{n,m}| < w_{\text{max}}, \ m = 0, \ldots, M - 1; \ n = 0, \ldots, N - 1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $F_1$ and $F_2$ express the passband main-lobe level constraints, $C_1$ and $C_2$. Also, $F_3$
implies the stopband sidelobe level constraint, \( C_3 \) and \( F_4 \) expresses the total power constraint, \( C_4 \). This approach converts the multi-objective optimization problem into a scalar problem by constructing a weighted sum of all the objectives. In this approach, \( C_1 \) to \( C_4 \) are converted to a weighted sum of objectives. Also, \( C_5 \) is considered as a constraint for defined optimization problem. Note that in (16), \( \alpha_s \) is the weight of the objective function \( F_i \). These weights are defined as follows:

\[
\alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha_4 = 1, \\
\alpha_3 = \frac{\Delta \theta_{PBML} \Delta \Omega_{PBML}}{\Delta \theta_{SBSL} \Delta \Omega_{SBSL}},
\]

(17)

where \( \Delta \theta_{PBML} \) and \( \Delta \theta_{SBSL} \) are the total main-lobe and sidelobe angular widths of the beamformer, respectively. Also, \( \Delta \Omega_{PBML} \) and \( \Delta \Omega_{SBSL} \) are the total passband and stopband frequency widths, respectively. Therefore, \( \alpha_3 \) is set to the ratio of \( \Omega_{PBML} \) to \( \Omega_{SBSL} \).

4 Numerical Simulations

To investigate performance of the optimal design approach, we compare our results with those of the vector space projections method published in [13]. For this purpose, a TDL beamformer is designed to operate in two frequency ranges 1.6-2.56 GHz and 5.44-6.72 GHz. The main-lobe width is 14° and it is centered at 30°. The array parameters are \( N=31 \) and \( M=31 \) where the inter-element spacing is equal to 0.0187 cm and the time delay is \( T = 6.25 \times 10^{-11} \) s (or \( \mu = 1 \)). The lower and upper bounds of the main-lobe magnitude levels are set in arbitrary units to 450 and 500, respectively, while the sidelobe upper bound magnitude level is set to 35. The maximum excitation of each antenna element is \( w_{\text{max}} = 2 \). It should be noted that the array response is not controlled outside the region specified by \( \Omega_{PBML} \cap \Omega_{SBSL} \).
Fig. 2. Beamformer response in the lower passband.

The simulated annealing algorithm is used to find the optimal beamformer weights. The starting point of the algorithm can be any $31 \times 31$ vector, $w_0$, where its elements are generated by uniform amplitude and phase distributions on the intervals $[0, 2]$ and $[0, 2\pi]$, respectively. The initial temperature for simulated annealing is set to 100 and the algorithm is stopped after 300 iterations. The optimization process is repeated several times to make sure that the algorithm converges to the same solution.

The results of the beamformer design are shown in figures 2 to 4. The ratios of the main-lobe to maximum sidelobe level achieved by the optimal design are more than 18 dB and 21 dB in the lower and upper passbands, respectively. These ratios are 14 dB and 16 dB, respectively for vector space projections design reported in [13]. Note that, the response of the optimal beamformer is flat in both passbands. Furthermore, the ripple is less than 2 dB which is equal to the ripple reported for vector space projections design. The resulted frequency response in the stopband is 23 dB down from the main-lobe level in the passbands. This difference is 19 dB for the vector space projections design.
Fig. 3. Beamformer response in the stopband.

Fig. 4. Beamformer response in the upper passband.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, the optimal design of the wideband TDL beamformer was presented using a multi-objective optimization problem. The optimal weights of the TDL processor are determined through solving this multi-objective problem. The simulated annealing algorithm was then applied to solve the optimization problem and find the optimal beamformer weights. A comparison between the optimal beamformer responses with those reported for the vector space projections method showed the superiority of our proposed approach over vector space projections. It was shown that in the optimal design, the achieved main-lobe to maximum sidelobe level is at least 4 dB better than the values reported for vector space projections design. Moreover, numerical simulation results showed that in the optimal design, the difference between the passband main-lobe level and stopband frequency response of the beamformer is about 4 dB more than the values obtained by vector space projections. The beamformer response was flat in the passbands with a ripple less than 2 dB.
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